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– Making a bad decision once in awhile

– Missing an occasional monthly payment 

– Forgetting which day it is but remembering quickly

– Sometimes forgetting which word to use

– Losing things from time to time

Dementia is NOT normal aging!

Typical Age-Related Cognitive Changes
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 Emotional disorders
 Metabolic disorders (e.g., hypothyroidism)
 Brain tumors
 Dehydration
 Sensory loss
 Vitamin deficiencies (e.g., B12 deficiency)
 Infections
 Alcohol, drugs, medication interactions

Reversible Conditions That Mimic Dementia
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Understanding Dementia

What is the difference between Alzheimer’s and
dementia?

Most Common forms of dementia: 
- Alzheimer’s disease
- Vascular dementia
- Dementia with Lewy Bodies  
- Parkinson’s related dementia 
- Frontotemporal Lobar degeneration
- Mixed dementia

Dementia
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What is Alzheimer’s Disease?

Alzheimer’s disease: (approximately 70% of cases)
- History of Alzheimer’s disease
- Younger vs. regular onset
- Is a brain disorder, not a mental illness
- Can be dormant for 20+ years
- Affects over 5.8 million Americans
- 6th leading cause of death in US
- Someone develops Alzheimer’s every 65 seconds in the US
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Diagnosis: Earlier is Better

Only 50% of those with dementia 
get a diagnosis
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Stages of Alzheimer’s Disease

▪ Early Stage
– Recent memory loss
– Difficulty managing money, driving, social situations

▪ Middle Stage
– Difficulty with language
– Problems keeping track of personal items
– May need help with grooming

▪ Late Stage
– Long and short term memory affected
– Needs care around the clock
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1. Memory Changes that Disrupt Daily Life

 Forgetting something recently learned

 Asking the same questions over and over

 Relying on memory aids for things you used to remember
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2. Challenges in Planning/Problem Solving

 Problems developing or following a plan

 Problems working with numbers

 Problems following a familiar recipe 

 Difficulty keeping track of bills

 Challenges concentrating
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3. Difficulty Completing Familiar Tasks

 Trouble driving to once familiar places

 Problems managing projects at work

 Difficulty remembering rules of a favorite game
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4. Confusion with Time or Place

 Losing track of dates, seasons and passage of time

 Forgetting where one is or how one got there
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5. Visual and Spatial Difficulties

 Diminishing ability to track visual surroundings

• Difficulty reading

• Trouble judging distance

• Problems determining color or contrast
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6. Problems with Words

 Problems with speaking and writing

 Difficulty tracking conversations
• Stopping in the middle of conversations, unable to continue
• Repeating what was already said

 Trouble with vocabulary
• Difficulty finding the right word
• Calling things the wrong name
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7. Misplacing Things

 Putting things in unusual places 

 Having increasing difficulty retracing steps to locate a 
missing item

 Accusing others of stealing “lost” items
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 Changes in decision making capabilities

 Poor judgment with money

- Giving large amounts to telemarketers

- Spending more impulsively

8. Decreased or Poor Judgment
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 Losing interest in hobbies

 Losing track of a favorite sports team

 Avoiding responsibilities at work 

 Avoiding family gatherings or social situations

9. Withdrawal from Work/Social Activities
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10. Changes in Mood and Personality

 Increasing signs of:
– Confusion

– Suspicion

– Fear

– Anxiety

– Agitation 
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Understanding Dementia Behaviors

 Repetitive Questioning
 Agitation
 Anxiety
 Shadowing
 Sundowning
 Tearfulness
 Sleeplessness
 Suspicion
 Pacing
 Wandering

Confusion = Discomfort = Behavior
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Dementia Communication Tips

• Answer repetitive questions cheerfully
• Use short sentences and basic words – less is more
• Avoid baby talk 
• Avoid questions and quizzing
• Pay attention to your tone
• Allow plenty of time for conversations
• Limit distractions
• Focus on feelings, not facts
• Avoid criticizing, correcting and arguing 
• Redirect to pleasant activities when upsets occur 

Patience, Patience, Patience!
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